
JFT Flight Machine

Fly through wares
with our highest
volume dishmachine.



Why Jackson Flight-Type 
Dishmachines?

There is nothing basic about the Jackson Flight-Types.    Whether 
you choose our JFT or our LoH20, you will get superior results – 
clean wares fast!  From low water consumption to whisper-quiet 
operation, the Jackson Flight-Type dishmachines are designed 
with an array of performance enhancing features.

Customize Your Flight Machine
Our Jackson Flights can be

sized and outfitted with options 

to accommodate your operation’s 

particular type and amount of 

wares, as well as the layout of 

your dishroom.

Available Options
- Electric or steam tank heat
- Blower dryer
- Prison package
-  Dual-point electrical 

connection
- Multi-conveyor peg choices

Our fully customizable Flight-
Types are ideal for exceptionally 
high-volume operations requiring 
maximum durability and cleaning 
power.



Features and Benefits
Resource Efficient
-   High-temperature sanitizing rinse utilizes a maximum of 58 gallons of water per hour   

 in the LoH20; 139 gallons in the JFT

- Final rinse water is recaptured and pumped through the power rinse to optimize  
     rinse quality

- Double-wall insulation keeps interior water hot, exterior surfaces cool

Exceptional Performance
-   Built solid to withstand even the most challenging environment

- Rackless conveyor moves up to 11,094 dishes per hour in the LoH20; 14,964 dishes  
     in the JFT

- 29” belt width and 25” overhead clearance accommodate larger wares

-  Specially designed wash arms offer non-clogging, convex jets (patent pending), 
equalized water pressure, and uniform cleanability

- Fresh-water power rinse ensures pristine results

-  The LoH20 model features, our innovative Rainbow Rinse™ with an  arched,    
     removable upper rinse arm  that provides superior rinse action  while reducing water  
     usage

- Single-point exhaust assures proper ventilation control

- Insulated panels and whisper-quiet pump system reduce operation noise

Easy to Operate and Maintain
-   Full-height, full-width doors provide easy access for removing and cleaning all parts

- Automatic fill, tank heat, and water level maintenance

- Durable stainless steel frame, body, legs, and feet provide added durability

-  Reliable electromechanical controls and digital temperature readouts for each wash 
tank and final rinse

- Door activated switch stops machine automatically if tripped

Exceptional Service and Support
-    Installation performed by professional Jackson field technicians ensures proper 

operation and peak performance

- One-year parts and labor warranty

- Two-year quarterly preventative maintenance program

Rackless conveyor

Non-clogging wash arms

Single-point exhaust

Electromechanical 
controls
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Flights / Conveyors / Door-Type / Glasswashers / Undercounters

From the very beginning, Jackson is there to ensure your equipment is working to 
its full potential. At the time of installation, our Jackson Authorized Service Agent 
(ASA) will run the machine to verify that all electrical, water, and drain hookups 
are correct, the machine turns on and off, there are no leaks, and the pumps are 
rotating in the proper direction. If the installation is performed by anyone other than a 
Jackson ASA, we recommend that the customer contact Jackson Technical Service 
to schedule our Performance and Installation Check. After the installation is powered 
and plumbed, this complimentary Jackson service verifies the installation; checks and 
adjusts temps, cycle times, and parts; and evaluates all the operation/performance 
capabilities of the unit.

Complimentary Performance 
& Installation Check

Jackson WWS is a full-line supplier of high-quality commercial dishmachines including 
flights, conveyors, door-types, glasswashers and undercounters.  Founded in 1925, 
Jackson stands by their “Clean the First Time®” commitment with dishmachines that 
deliver optimal cleaning performance while reducing labor, chemical and utility costs. 
With more standard features, lower operating and acquisition costs and our network 
of factory-certified technicians, Jackson sets the standard for warewashing.  For 
more information about Jackson and its full line of warewashing solutions, please visit 
www.jacksonwws.com or call 1.888.800.5672.
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